NOT TO BE MISSED

01 - 30/07  GRUVILLAGE - 11th EDITION
A milestone in the summer Italian northwest panorama. This month: 01. Rocco Hunt. Wake up Tour; 05 G3 feat. Joe Satriani, Steve Vai & The Aristocrats; 07 Cindy Lauper. Greatest Hits Tour; 09 Fiorella Mannoia; 12 Fabri Fibra; 15 Luca Carboni; 19 Anastacia. Ultimate Collection World Tour; 21 Sunshine Gospel Choir; 25 Battiato e Alice; 26 Elia e le Storie Tese; 30 Francesco De Gregori sings Bob Dylan
Grugiasco - Arena Le Gru, Via Crea 10
T. (+39) 011.7709657 - www.gruvillage.com

02 - 03/07  CENTENARY OF THE TORINO-AERITALIA AIRPORT
Saturday 2: flight performances with micro-lights, paragliding, hot air balloons, drones, model aircrafts, gliders; exhibitions of historic, pre-1945 planes, cars, motorbikes, lorries and tractors; first flight on hot air balloons, gliders, micro-light; flying presentation of historical aircrafts. Sunday 3: grand finale with air show and flypast by the Italian air force display team, the Frecce Tricolori.
Aero Club Torino, Strada della Berlia 500
T. (+39) 011.7790916 - www.centenarioaeritalia.it

04 - 09/07  FIBA OLYMPIC QUALIFYING TOURNAMENT 2016
Italia is playing to qualify in the Rio 2016 Olympic Games, joinig the already qualified Brazil, Spain, Lithuania, USA, Nigeria, China, Argentina, Venezuela and Australia. 3 places are still available: at the Torino tournament Italia will be playing in Group B vs. Tunisia (Monday 4th) and Croatia (Tuesday 5th), while Greece, Mexico and Iran will be playing Group A. Semi-finals on Friday 8th and Final on Saturday 9th.
Pala Alpitour, Corso Sebastopoli 123

09 - 10/07  KAPPA FUTURFESTIVAL. TORINO SUMMER MUSIC
Kappa - the Torino festival of electronic and contemporary music - is Italia's best loved smart entertainment format, urban, 100% in the day and among the top 5 summer events in the continent: this is why the prestigious magazine Rolling Stone wrote "we've been to KFF and, if we could, we'd go back tomorrow". The brightest star of this year's event will be Skint.
Dora Park, Corso Mortara - www.kappafuturfestival.it

11/07  RIHANNA. ANTI WORLD TOUR
Rihanna is now an icon of music, entertainment and fashion. As an artist she has sold 54 million albums and 210 million digital tracks worldwide, released 7 albums in 7 years, topped the charts with 13 singles and won 8 Grammys.
Pala Alpitour, Corso Sebastopoli 123
T. (+39) 011.6164543 - www.palaalpitour.it

12 - 17/07  TORINO CLASSICAL MUSIC FESTIVAL 4th EDITION
This year the Torino Classical Music Festival approaches a particularly and topical issue: the dialogue between East and West. The entire programme of concerts and events hinges on the magical fusion through which oriental music has influenced the West: a festival dedicated to the blending of cultures and influences between repertoires and musical instruments.
Piazza San Carlo
T. 00.800.1113300 - www.torinoclassicalmusic.it
***THE VILLAGE AND THE CASTLE. DAILY LIFE IN THE “BORGO MEDIEVALE”***

Visitors are met at the drawbridge by the “inhabitants of the castle” who animate the streets of the “Borgo Medievale” and the evocative rooms of the Rocca, showing some aspects of citizen’s lives in the Middle Ages: getting dressed, eating, sleeping, fighting, playing and lighting a fire.

Borgo Medievale, Viale Virgilio 107
T. (+39) 011.4431701 - www.borgomedievaletorino.it

---

***MERCATI E MERCATINI***

**03 - 24/07 STREET MARKETS**

- 03 Antiques market - Moncalieri; 10 “Mercantico” of antiques - Carmagnola; 17 Antique and handicraft market - Rivoli; 17 “Stramercatino” - San Mauro Torinese; 24 Antiques and flea market - Chieri

Torino and Metropolitan area - www.fuoritorino.it

---

***FOLKLORE E RIEVOCAZIONI STORICHE***

**02/07 MEDIEVAL DINNER - 11th EDITION**

In an evocative atmosphere, a succession of storytellers, minstrels, jugglers, combatants and armigers to cheer the guests and public, while the entire village acquires a medieval look with stalls along the streets of the old town.

Moncalieri - Piazza Vittorio Emanuele II and Old town
T. (+39) 011.6407428 - www.prolocomoncalieri.com

---

**03/07 RIVALTA 1016-2016. STORIES, PLACES, PEOPLE**

There will be a re-enactment of an episode of 1690 when King Louis XIV of France sent Marshal Catinat to Piemonte against Vittorio Amedeo II of Savoy: three hundred dragoons and five hundred foot soldiers raided and sacked the town, but it was not destroyed because of an Orsini in the Sun King’s service.

Rivalta - T. (+39) 011.9047304 - www.comune.rivalta.to.it

---

**22 - 24/07 “IJ BIÀ” - 21st EDITION**

Festival of threshing and ancient trades.

Riva presso Chieri
T. (+39) 011.9469103 - www.comune.rivapressochieri.to.it

---

***FESTIVALS AND FAIRS***

**30/06 - 01/07 INTERNATIONAL DOG SHOW 83rd EDITION**

A unique occasion to closely see more than 2,000 beautiful dogs from over 200 recognised breeds: from the Chihuahua to Great Danes up to a metre tall, and the rare and lesser known Cirneco dell’Etna, the Chinese Crested Dog and the Rhodesian Ridgeback.

Oval Lingotto Fiere, Via Matte Trucco 70
T. (+39) 011.857639 - www.gruppocinofilotorinese.it
**NOT TO BE MISSED**

**01 - 10/07**

PATRONAL FEAST AND EQUINE FAIR OF ST SAVINO 2016

Friday 1: 60s music in Borghetto; Sunday 3: “Pompiertopoli”, exhibition of horse on a long rein and original attacks of the Canavese tradition, concert of the Historical Music Band of Firefighters City of Torino; Wednesday 6: ceremony of Exchange of the Candles, theatre and equestrian shows; Thursday 7: religious procession, dinner in the square, fireworks; Friday 8: food&wine with the Pro Loco and parade of carriages; Saturday 9: regional championship of western riding, entertainment and country dancing, food&wine with the Pro Loco, music and dancing evening; Sunday 10: Equine and Agricultural Fair, evaluation and awarding of horses in competition.

Ivrea - www.sanssavinioivrea.it

**01 - 31/07**

AT FULL FESTIVAL!!!

01-03 Miscela Rock Festival, new music of all genres, from rock and roll to electronics to metal, pop and singer-songwriters, but also hiking, sport and fitness, ecological workshops and magic shows for children, craft market and street food - Ivrea, Canoe Stadium; 15-16 A night like this, Independent Music and Arts Festival, 2 days of music, over 20 bands on 5 stages in 3 different locations but also expo area of handmade products and tasting of local products, exhibitions and workshops for painting, design and fashion within a perfect natural setting, shuttle service to the Ivrea train station - Chiaverano; 22-23 Jazz around the clock, protagonists of this year are City Band Orchestra, Elly’s Norrnth Band, Flapjack Blues Experience, Piemonte Jazz Messengers, Jazz School Torino, Anam Jazz Quartet, Blue Reflection feat. A. Matera, Luca Begonia & Big Band Theory, Haveren’t Heart & final Jam Session - Lanzo Torinese; 28-31 Apolide, formerly the ARFF Alpette Rock Free Festival has been re-launched and transformed, introducing admission that also include camping facilities and guarantee access to all places, to live immersed in nature for 4 days with music, shows, sports, family events, DJ sets and book presentations - Vialfrè, Naturalistic area Pianzone Canavese and Valli di Lanzo www.miscelarockfestival.it - anightlikethisfestival.com www.apolide.net - www.jazzaroundtheclock.net

**03 - 24/07**

SEARCHING “FELICITA”. LOVERS OF CANAVESE

Seeking happiness, Canavese invites you for a walk and to listen to its stories, with this year’s link being the poet Guido Gozzano, interpreted by artists who will enliven the Municipalities with theatre, dance and live performances. This month:

03 The charm of nature - Vialfrè; 10 Ancient wisdom - Vico Canavese, hamlet Inverso; 16 Between sacred and profane - Borgiallo; 24 The colors of art - Maglione

Canavese - T. (+39) 0125.618131 - www.eleyka.it

**10/07 - 28/08**

STEEPING AMONG THE CLOUDS

By the “Stepping among the clouds” project, the Park is promoting soft mobility: every Sunday from 10 July to 28 August and on August 15, the last 6km of the road leading to Colle del Nivolet is closed to private vehicles: it can only be reached on foot, by bicycle or using a shuttle service. “Turn off the engine and listen to the mountain”: free of air pollution and noise, these areas are a true paradise, with landscapes, fragrances and colours that are equally as good as other more distant destinations.

Ceresole Reale - Gran Paradiso National Park, Col Nivolet T. (+39) 011.8606233 - www.pnp.it

**EXHIBITIONS**

**09/04 - 02/10**

CANAVESE... ON SHOW

09/04-09/07 Art Nouveau at the Table - Romano Canavese, Arte Nova Foundation; 28/05-02/10 From Pralormo Castle to Montanaro Castle - Montanaro, Church St Giovanni decollato and St Marta; 29/05-31/07 Do not be afraid - Rivara, Castle Contemporary Art Centre; 02-06-30/07 Rebecca small wonders - Ivrea, Civic Museum Garda; 08-07-02/10 Lithography: tribute to Gozzano - Agliè, Ducal Castle Canavese - www.fuoritorino.it

**FOOD&WINE**

**01 - 10/07**

TASTES... FOR ALL TASTES

01-04 Snails Festival - San Colombano Belmonte; 08-10 “Frassi Beer” - Frassinetto; 09 Goblets among the stars - Ducal Castle of Agliè Canavese - www.fuoritorino.it

**SPORTS**

**16/07**

GIRO D’ITALIA ON HANDCYCLE - 7th EDITION

This event confirms the link between Rivarolo Canavese and sport, in this case strictly connected with disability. The event is divided into various parts: the 6th stage of the Giro d’Italia on Handcycle; “Push sport”, a race with athletes on wheelchairs, physically and mentally impaired, blind and with other disabilities. A charity event to buy wheelchairs for the disabled lepers in Africa; evening with music and other activities in the town’s streets and squares.

Rivarolo Canavese - www.spingilosport.org

**OPERA AND SHOWS**

**01 - 30/07**

DESIRE OF MUSIC

01 Artists in St Lorenzo - Settimo Vittone; 02, 08, 26, 28-30 Antiqua - Trassella, Romano Canavese, Scarmagno; 02, 09, 16, 30 Music in the wood - Grosvallo; 08, 23 Spring concerts - Castellamonte Canavese and Valli di Lanzo - www.fuoritorino.it
**02, 09/07**

**MORENICA FESTIVAL - 13th EDITION**

Theatre and dance festival with the theme “Beyond the limit”, referring to the relationship between man and his community. This month:
- **02 The Minotaur** - by Friedrich Durrenmann, with Nuova Compagnia del Teatro di Chiaverano; 09 Zooschool - special guests Natalino Balasso and Manuela Massarenti

Chivasso - Bertagnolino Theatre, Via del Teatro 19  
T. (+39) 334.79225376 - www.cantierecanavesano.org

**05 - 30/07**

**FESTIVAL TORINO AND THE ALPS 2016**

Shades of notes in villas, castles and sacred places: move higher up your passions! This month:
- 09 Soundtracks from movies. *Walk in Hollywood*, following “apericicco”  
  - Corio, Church Santa Croce; 15 **Romantic. Memories of the nineteenth century**, following visit to the Villa and “apericicco” - Ceres, Villa Maffe; 16 **Contemporary Classic. Saxophone: the more modern of the classics**, following readings, “apericicco” and display of local products - Cantoira, Villa Teppa; 17 **Classical and Romantic. Copyright sounds**, following “apericicco” and Clyamen Festival - Mezzenne, Village Francesetti; 30 **Classic. String Quartet**, following “apericicco” - Ala di Stura, Villa Chazulettes

**16/07**

**THE NIGHT OF THE “MASCHE”. “CONCERT ‘D LA RUA” - 21st EDITION**

The theme of the “Concert of the balconies” 2016 is linked to a wandering spirit in the woods and the most inaccessible valleys of the mountains of Piemonte: the “masca”, which in Pont is Madama Rua. Everything will tell about her from early evening: market of typical products, jugglers, street performers and acrobats, a theatre show and a literary dialogue. In the evening it is proposed the traveling aperitif based on local products and with a picturesque torchlight parade along the ancient trail leading to the magical village of Chiesale, the village of witches, where it will be possible to watch the show of the “masche” (witches).

Pont Canavese - www.comune.pontcanavese.to.it

**05/06 - 30/10**

**AMI ROMANESQUE CHURCHES**

A cultural and tourist circuit that involves every Sunday the Romanesque churches of the Morainic Amphitheatre of Ivrea along the Via Francigena and the Via Romea. This month:
- Church Sant Maria (Andrate - 10 and 31); Bell tower St Martino di Paerno (Bollengo - outside only); Church SS. Pietro e Paolo di Pessano (Bollengo); Church St Maria Maddalena (Burolo - 10 and 24); Priorate St Stefano del Monte (Candia Canavese); Church St Michele Arcangelo (Candia Canavese - 31); Church St Stefano di Sessano (Chiaverano - 3, 17 and 31); Cathedral St Maria Assunta (Ivrea); Bell tower St Stefano (Ivrea - outside only); Shrine Madonna di Miralta (Moncrivello - 3 and 17); Chapel and Hermitage St Grato (Pavone Canavese - 10 and 24); Parish church and Baptistry St Lorenzo (Settimo Vittone); Church St Giacomo di Montestrutto (Settimo Vittone - outside only)

Canavese - T. (+39) 0125.54533 - www.ecomuseoami.it

**18/06 - 16/10**

**AMI NETWORK MUSEUM - 6th EDITION**

Coordinated opening of the precious museums of the Morainic Amphitheatre of Ivrea, witness to history, work and traditions:
- **Museum of rural culture** - Andrate; **Ecmuseum “The footprint of the glacier” - Caravino; Museum “La biete del frey” - Chiaverano; Art and poetry outdoor museum “Giulia Avetta” - Cossano Canavese; Outdoor museum of Contemporary Art - Maglione; Didactic museum “Time memories” - Peroa Canavese; Civic museum “Nossi ràis” - San Giorgio Canavese; “Museum Vischorum” - Vische

AMI Morainic Amphitheatre of Ivrea  
T. (+39) 0125.54533 - www.ecomuseoami.it

**02/07**

**A FANTASTIC VALLEY - 8th EDITION**

A fixture with unspoilt nature and the ancient traditions of the Valle Soana. The park guards meet the children offering a playful approach to understanding and respecting nature, followed by the “Dinner of the Fantastic Valley” based on local products and with a picturesque torchlight parade along the ancient trail leading to the magical village of Chiesale, the village of witches, where it will be possible to watch the show of the “masche” (witches).

Valprato Soana - locality Sacairi and hamlet Chiesale  
T. (+39) 334.1765210 - www.vallesoana.it

**03, 10/07**

**THE ROSES I DID NOT CAUGHT. CENTENARY OF THE DEATH OF GUIDO GOZZANO**

In all the Piemonte, especially in Agliè, many initiatives celebrate life and works of the poet. This month:
- 03 **Remembering Guido Gozzano** - readings of poetry, songs and tasting of local fare from Agliè and Canavese in the District St Gaudenzio; 10 **Talismans, the tales of Gozzano** - the storyteller Claudio Zanotto; Contino and Geraldina the donkey accompany the public during a literary picnic in the garden of Villa Il Meleto

Agliè - T. (+39) 011.4323700 - www.lerasechenoncolsi.it

**03, 17/07**

**APPOINTMENTS TO THE MASINO CASTLE**

03 **A day with the count** - guided tour led by actors in costumes; 17 **Sunday in the country** - theatre performances, workshops for families and a fun treasure hunt

Caravino - Masino Castle and Park, Via al Castello 1  
T. (+39) 0125.778100 - www.castellodimasino.it

**31/07**

**STREET MARKET**

“Merk’dà la tola” - Chivasso; **Market under the Tower** - Lanzo Torinese; 26 **Antique and handcraft market** - Piverone

Canavese and Valli di Lanzo - www.fuoritorino.it
NO TO BE MISSED

**12/06 - 30/10**
**PIETRO PORCINAI PHOTOS BETWEEN ART AND LANDSCAPE**
An exhibition dedicated to Pietro Porcinal, the most important Italian landscape painter of the '900, thirty years after his death: photographs, drawings, plans to tell life and career of an extraordinary professional of the landscape art.
San Secondo di Pinerolo - Miradolo Castle, Via Cardonata 2
T. (+39) 0121.502761 - www.fondazionecosso.it

**02 - 03/07**
**CARTON RAPID RACE - 26th EDITION**
The world’s largest festival on the Dora Riparia for the 1500 participants at the cardboard canoe competition. Saturday evening, concert and, on both days, “Cartonfest” with street food and beer for everyone.
Oulx - www.cartonrapidrace.it

**03 - 30/07**
**UP AND DOWN TO THE MOUNTAINS!**
03 Assietta Legend, fourth stage of the Marathon Bike Cup along the “Strada dell’Assietta” at over 2,000m above sea level for 85 or 58km - Sestriere; 25-30 Iron Bike, the hardest mtb raid in the world with over 600km and 24,000m of elevation gain - Cavour, Bobbio Pellice, Pramollo, Usseaux, Sestriere, Sauze d’Oulx; 30 Red Bull K3, the legendary “Triple Vertical Kilometre” competition from the centre of Susa to the top of Roccaimone at 3,538m - Susa and Mompantero
Susa, Pellice and Chisone Valleys and Pinerolo area
www.assiettalegend.it - www.ironbike.it
www.redbull.com/it/adventure

**28/07**
**ZOOM NIGHT SAFARI. EMIR KUSTURICA**
In exclusive live at Zoom, with a unique concert, Emir Kusturica - Serbian filmemaker, writer and musician - with his No Smoking Orchestra. If his success in cinema was immediate and global, in music everything is from a collaboration with his compatriot Goran Bregovic: since then his colorful orchestra stages around the world with an explosive mixture of Balkan tradition, pop rock and frenzied dances.
Cumiana - Zoom Torino, Strada Piscina 36
T. (+39) 011.9070419 - zoomtorino.it

**EXHIBITIONS**

**09/04 - 31/12**
**THE VALLEYS... ON SHOW**
09/04-31/12 Historical Tournament... The way we were - Susa, Tourist Office; 01/06-08/07 Wolves of Gaida - Villar Focchiardo,
Montebenedetto Charterhouse; 19/06-31/08 The Chinese inkwell - Torre Pellice, Waldensian Centre Cultural; 02-31 Sacred Torino - Sant’Ambrogio di Torino, Sacra di San Michele Abbey; 09-30 Reflections - Villar Focchiardo, Montebenedetto Charterhouse; 09-31 Old villages - Cavour, Via Nazionale 30; 31/07-20/08 Sister water - Villar Focchiardo,
Montebenedetto Charterhouse
Val Susa and Val Pellice - www.fuoritorino.it

**FOOD&WINE**

**02 - 29/07**
**TASTES... FOR ALL TASTES**
02-10 “Spaghettipoli” - Giaveno; 10 Festival of the “cajette” - Claviere;
29 Picnic in white - Almese
Val Sangone and Val Susa - www.fuoritorino.it

**SPORTS**

**01 - 31/07**
**ON TWO AND FOUR WHEELS!**
01-03 Rally of 2CV and similar - Fenestrelle, locality Casermette; 01-03 Motorcycling beyond the clouds, three days with the maxi-enduro - Sestriere; 09-10 Cesana-Sestriere and Cesane-Sestriere Experience, uphill speed international contest and regular competition for historic cars - Cesana Torinese and Sestriere; 09-10 Trial Team, race valid for the Regional Championship - Giaveno; 24 Historic motorbike rally - Chiomonte;
31 “Chiomontè trial”, leg of the Italian Championship - Chiomonte
Chisone, Susa and Sangone Valleys - www.fuoritorino.it

**20 - 31/07**
**COUNTRY ARCHERY ITALIAN CHAMPIONSHIPS - 48th EDITION**
The Italian Federation of Archery organizes the event in the beautiful meadows and forests of Cantalupa. The individual and team finals, however, will be set on a field in the town centre.
Cantalupa - T. (+39) 011.5613225 - www.comune.cantalupa.to.it

**23 - 24/07**
**CHALLENGE THE TRAMPOLINE and ORIGINAL GRAM**
An exciting weekend, for real athletes. Saturday 23 it start with “Challenge the Trampoline”, spectacular ride that goes along the entire ski jump trampoline; Sunday 24 is the turn of “Original Gram”, an OCR-Obstacle Course Racing race on alternate natural difficulties of mountain tracks to numerous artificial obstacles on two routes of 14 and 6 km.
Pragelato - T. (+39) 333.1429069 - www.originalgram.it

**OPERA AND SHOWS**

**02 - 31/07**
**DESIRE OF MUSIC**
02 Summersounds. “Perasinosella” - Perosa Argentina; 03, 23, 30 Aviglione... together - Avigliana; 17 “Organalia” on tour - Cumiana; 27-30 From small notes an original symphonic assembly - Borgone Susa; 31 Concert for wind quartet - Villar Focchiardo, Montebenedetto Charterhouse
Chisone, Susa and Sangone Valleys - www.fuoritorino.it
07, 14/07
NATIONAL FESTIVAL
LUIGI PIRANDELLO - 10th EDITION
This year’s edition, coinciding with the 80th anniversary of the death of the master, is dedicated to the theme “Double play”, the thread that running through the production of Pirandello and features some of his masterpieces. This month:
07 The return of the Nobel Prize in Coazze - with Giulio Graglia and Giovanni Mongiano; 14* The late Mattia Pascal - with Giovanni Mongiano
Coazze
Church of the Brotherhood, Piazza Gramsci
Villa Tosco-Prever, Viale Italia*
T. (+39) 011.5534519 - www.linguadoc.it

30 - 31/07
FESTIVAL THEATRE & LITERATURE
7th EDITION
This month:
30 The little girl and the dreamer - by Dacia Maraini; 31 Fosco Maraini - ethnologist, alpinist, photographer, writer and poet
Bardonecchia - Feasts Palace, Piazza Valle Stretta 1
T. (+39) 0122.99032 - www.tangramteatro.it

FESTIVALS AND FAIRS
02/07
SPECIAL GUIDED TOUR
Visit to the “Staircase of the Dead”, the church, the panoramic terrace and the area of the old Monastery: ancient workshop, cloister, library, striped room and Museum of Everyday Objects.
Sant’Ambrogio di Torino - Sacra di San Michele Abbey, Via alla Sacra 14
T. (+39) 011.939130 - www.sacadisannichele.com

09 - 31/07
LIVE VILLAGES.
BOOKS ARE BACK TO SCHOOL
Itinerant literary festival to celebrate the Alpine region and rediscover the old schools of mountain villages: among the many guests Giuseppe Culicchia, Luca Mercalli, Margherita Oggero, Gianni Oliva. This month: 09 Margherita Oggero and Laura Traversini - Exilles and Salbertrand, village Deveys; 15 Luca Ragagnin - Mattie, village Bruni; 16 Guido Catalano - Susa; 17 Valentina Stella - Bardonecchia; 22 Pierangelo Chiolero - San Giorio di Susa, village Città; 30 Enrico Pandiani and Alessio Cuffaro - Bussoleno, village Argiassera; 31 Luca Mercalli - Chiusa San Michele, village Bennalle
Val Susa - www.revejo.it

17/07
MISS COW - 17th EDITION
Unique event in Piemonte: descent of the shepherds from the pastures with the best specimens for the election of “Miss Cow” and sale of dairy products.
Pragelato - T. (+39) 0122.741728

30 - 31/07
“LEGNINVALLE” - 5th EDITION
Promotion of local businesses in the exhibition of products in wood - furniture, furnishing objects and crafts - all made locally.
Usseaux - Village Fraisse
T. (+39) 0121.83909 - www.comune.usseaux.to.it

FOLKLORE AND HISTORICAL PAGEANTS
02 - 03/07
GATHERING OF HISTORICAL GROUPS
Many historical groups of different ages participating in marches and parades, and reconstructing themed sets. And then, Roman and Celtic times or Middle Ages-Renaissance locations are reproduced. The Risorgimento and the twentieth century, military camps, workshops, villages of people and peasants, ancient crafts scenes, representations of aristocratic life, weapons and accessories faithfully are reconstructed in a backward ride in time.
Frossasco - Parish Oratory
T. (+39) 339.4945992 - www.radunomultiepocalefrossasco.one

09/07
THE TALE OF ANCIENT WALLS
Evocative night-time travelling visit to Forte San Carlo and the Tenaglie Occidentali of the mammoth Forte di Fenestrelle: along the way, visitors will meet numerous historical figures and watch re-enactments of the famous Battle of Assietta (July 1747) and some skirmishes that occurred near the Forte between partisans and Fascist units. Possibility to include dinner. Booking required.
Fenestrelle - Fort
T. (+39) 0121.83600 - www.fortedifenestrelle.it

16 - 24/07
HISTORICAL TOURNAMENT OF THE “BORGHI” 30th EDITION
From 16 to 24: exhibition of the Palios; Thursday 21, evening: “Life and Works of Adelaide” with film projection; Friday 22, evening: Competition of the Drummers of the “Borghi”. Saturday 23, morning: medieval entertainment in the squares; afternoon: Adelaide meets cousin Matilda di Canossa, parade through the streets; evening: Historical Parade to the Roman Arena, medieval show, oaths from the chiefs of the “Borghi”. Sunday 24, morning: Mass with blessing of the Palio 2016, parade through the streets; afternoon: games to determine the winner of the Tournament.
Susa - T. (+39) 339.36759581 - www.associazioneprosusa.flazio.com
Tourist products and services

TORINO+PIEMONTE CARD
Wherever, with one pass.

The Torino+Piemonte Card is your master key valid for 1, 2, 3 or 5 consecutive days that offers free or discounted admission to the main museums and exhibitions in Torino and to cultural sites, castles, fortresses and Royal Residences in Piemonte, reduced ticket on the main tourist services in Torino, discounts on prominent events, activities and tours all over Piemonte.

With a little supplement, you can also travel on all urban and suburban public transports of Torino (available in the 2-day, 3-day and 2-day Junior versions) or get the Pass for the Tourist Services that allows free access to the panoramic lift in the Mole Antonelliana, to the boats on the river Po, to the Sassi-Superga rack tramway and to the “Venaria Express” shuttle bus.

Cost:
- 1 day € 23.00 (only at the Tourist Offices of Torino)
- 2 days € 35.00
- 3 days € 42.00
- 5 days € 51.00
- 2 days Junior € 15.00 (under 18)

www.turismotorino.org/card/en

TORINO+PIEMONTE CONTEMPORARY CARD
Contemporary Art feels at home in Torino!

With the Torino+Piemonte Contemporary Card you can visit for free all the museums devoted to modern and contemporary art, enjoy reductions in other institutions and at the main temporary exhibitions on this subject, get a 10% off on 5737 Taxis and a discount on the tourist bus City Sightseeing Torino. Besides, the ticket of public transports - reaching also the participating museums - is included in the price.

Cost:
- 2 days € 25.00 (valid for one adult and a child under 12)

www.turismotorino.org/card/en

ROYAL CARD
The key to your castles in Piemonte.

Discover with the Royal Card the magnificent Royal Residences of Torino and Piemonte, amazing architectural masterpieces inscribed on the Unesco World Heritage List. Free admission (temporary exhibitions included) to Royal Museums of Torino, Madama Palace, Villa della Regina, Basilica di Superga’s Royal Apartments, Savoia Family’s Royal Tombs and Cupola by Juvarra, Hunting Palace of Stupinigi, Rivoli Castle, Reggia of Venaria Reale, La Mandria Castle, Ducal Castle of Agliè, Castle and Park of Racconigi, Govone Castle.

Cost:
- € 32.50 with urban and suburban public transports
- € 28.00 without urban and suburban public transports

Duration: 48 consecutive hours starting from the first swipe for an adult and one child under 12

Facilities:
- free admission for 48h for the shuttle bus “Venaria Express”; 50% off on the “3 lines” ticket of the tourist bus City Sightseeing Torino; 10% off on Royal E-Bike tour, “Merenda Reale®”, Torino Taxi and tour by Aeroclub Torino; discounts on additional services of the single Residences

www.residenzereali.it

CASTLES AND HISTORIC HOMES
22 castles open to you in 5 Sundays.

From May to September, along the rivers and on the hills in the province of Torino, 22 castles and historic homes of Canavese, Pinerolese, Val Susa and Torino Hill are waiting for you with their medieval towers and moats and also the welcome of the beautiful country residences belonging to the Savoy aristocracy.


Cost:
- from free to € 15.00

www.turismotorino.org/en
Tourist products and services

CITY SIGHTSEEING TORINO
Visit the city from a “high” viewpoint.

TORINO CITY CENTRE, UNEXPected TORINO and ROYAL RESIDENCES
3 unique itineraries to know and discover Torino: Route A - Torino City Centre, Route B - Unexpected Torino and Route C - Royal Residences. Tour featured by a digital audio system available in 6 languages (Italian, English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Russian and Chinese); special channel for children in Italian and English (Route A); hop-on hop off at every stop.

Frequency: from the bus terminal Piazza Castello
- Route A every day from 10am to 6pm (every hour)
- Route B every day at 10.10am, 12.10pm, 14.10pm and 16.10pm
- Route C every day at 9.15am, 11.30am, 1.45pm and 4pm

Cost:
- full A+B 24h € 20.00; A+B 48h € 25.00; A+B+C 48h € 30.00; C 24h € 10.00
- reduced A+B 24h € 10.00; A+B 48h € 12.00; A+B+C 48h € 15.00; C 24h € 5.00
- special rate for Torino+Piemonte Card or Torino+Piemonte Contemporary Card owners
- free under aged 5 and under 12 accompanied by a Torino+Piemonte or a Torino+Piemonte Contemporary Card owner

www.torino.city.sightseeing.it

MADE IN TORINO, TOUR THE EXCELLENT
Come and visit the companies of Torino.

Don’t stop your desire to know! History, territory, people, technology, tradition… only with the “Made in Torino” tour!!! Booking required.

This month:
- 01 Balme - Acqua minerale Pian della Mussa (water)
- 08 Rivalta - Pasta & Company
- 11 Torino - Regia Farmacia XX Settembre (ointments & elixirs)
- 15 Pessione di Chieri - Martini&Rossi (distillates)
- 22 Valle Orco - IREN Centrale di Rosone and Diga di Ceresole Reale (energy)

Frequency: Monday, Friday and Saturday from the Tourist Information Centre Piazza Castello

Cost:
- visit by bus full € 12.00; reduced € 8.00 for under 12; free for Torino+Piemonte Card owners
- visit on foot full € 10.00; reduced € 6.00 for under 12; free for Torino+Piemonte Card owners
- special tour full € 25.00; reduced € 20.00 for under 12 and Torino+Piemonte Card owners

Note: the minimum allows age of participants depending to the companies

www.turismotorino.org/en/madeintorino

ALPI SHUTTLE BUS 2016
Live your summer… with “transport”!

Bardonecchia, Cesana Torinese, Clavière, Oulx, Pragelato, Sansicario, Sauze d’Oulx, Sauze di Cesana, Sestriere: every day from 16th July to 24th August, free bus connections for you and your bike in our valleys!